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Abstract : Education is the most important part of human life and civilization, civilization 

forms due to education, education deals with skills, learning, and research and other 

traditional knowledge .The aim of education is the most important aspect, to create skilled 

manpower is one of the goal of education but skilled human without humanity is also 

dangerous for human life and whole human civilization,leads to destruction and many other 

social problems. An education deal with personality development, enrichment with morality, 

compassion and humanity is the real aspect of higher education with skill development and 

research. Development of mind, heart and intellect. Research is essential in higher education, 

human becomes modern and gets privileges of luxurious life due to research .Research is the 

boon and one of the important parts of higher education. Now current era is the era of 

internet and IT, new inventions are taking place in this field because of research, face book, 

Twitter and whtt.App; other essential apps are the innovative ideas of researchers, so these 

are the sweet fruits of higher education.  Equality, fraternity and freedom is the soul of any 

civilization, social picture should be without discrimination, it is possible only with the tool of 

education.The aim of education is to create human being with humanity, to build the human 

civilization without discrimination on equality; creation of peaceful, healthy social life .Life 

should be modern, luxurious, and healthy with sound body and sound mind. Materialistic 

progress and development is also important development of scientific view with healthy 

attitude is most essential. 
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  Education is the tool of reformation ,revolution and even civilization ,today human 

being is living luxurious life due to higher education as it gives us mental ,physical and 

intellectual strength to human life, education shapes the lives of students ,these students 

become capable to shape first their own  life ,family ,nation and last the world  ,as education 

has been started from the  womb of mother to the last moment of life ,the aim of education is 

different according to the need and aspects of education ,the  central aim of any education is 

to develop  student life and ultimately to human civilization .That civilization should be ideal 

,away from discrimination .Humanity is the most essential quality to live best life on this 

beautiful planet that is The Earth .To create human being with professional skill and 

humanity is the core of education  

  There is different types of education ,formal education ,determines the educational 

qualification which gives certain identity in the form of degree and other professional skills 
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like doctors ,Engineers ,lawyers many more and other is formal degree that is traditional 

education Arts ,Commerce and Science that deals with the basic and fundamental knowledge 

of subjects that enables students to do research and other that depends upon the capacity, 

aspirations and potential of the students . 

  “Education is the process of facilitating learning or the acquisition of knowledge 

skills, values, morals, beliefs and habits” 

  This is the formal learning that deals with teaching, learning and result but beyond all 

such horizons, over all development of personality is the true aim and objective of education 

as Stated by Swami Vivekananda “education means that process by which character formed 

,strength of mind is increased and intellect is sharpened as a result of which one can stand on 

ones feet ” 

  From above definition it is cleared the aim of education is self independence and 

building the self capacity of mind and heart on emotional and intellectual level ,Swami 

Vivekananda believes in the moral strengths of human mind and heart which is important to 

increase the potential of intellect . 

  Dr Babasabeb Ambedkar who is the voice and strength of marginal in India and even 

across the world whom every rights has been denied  So the views of Dr .Babasaheb 

Ambedkar is also important to understand what is education and importance of education to 

human civilization  

  According to Dr .Babasaheb “The education level of a person cannot be measured by 

how many degrees he has attained ,the level of education of any person is not known even by 

how many books he has read ,the level of education of any person can be assessed by how 

much independent thinking he has developed ”  

  From above definition it gives the importance to the independent thinking, thoughts 

and individual measurement on the base of self consciousness which gets due to education, 

fellow attitude, blind faith mentality has been denied by Dr.Babasaheb . 

  Dr .Babasaheb has given importance to the equality, fraternity and freedom that  

should be the soul of human civilization ,Dr Ambedkar has understood the importance of 

equality ,freedom and fraternity that has been completely denied for  certain class and 

community on the base of lower caste by certain upper class and upper caste in India ,so here 

Dr Babasaheb has consciously known the importance of discrimination less social system 

.Today also equality, freedom and fraternity is privilege for lower caste group . The education 

that creates an ideal social system deals with equality, freedom and fraternity that is the real 

education. 

  Everyone knows the definition of education stated by the reformist across the world, 

generally the development of mind, heart and physical state that gets towards the enrichment 

of students, to nurture all basic skills to the technical skill of human being to flourish human 

civilization towards the perfection through excellence is called education . 
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According to Shri Aurobindo Ghosh” Education is such a process which will offer whereby 

one can live for divine for country for oneself and for others” 

  Mahatma Gandhi had stated about education as “By education, I mean all round 

drawing out of the best in the child and man body, mind and spirit” Teaching learning in 

higher education specially deals with skill development and to get the deep knowledge of the 

particular subject, higher education is essential for national development and empower the 

human resources .To develop, nurture and create skilled human resource is the goal of higher 

education  

Basically education is essential for the development of human personality and to 

boost the knowledge power of student to enable themselves for critical thinking and self 

reflection skills .Education is important to create human being not the learned human being 

without humanity ,compassion ,humanity must be the important aspect of higher education 

,to create human being not human animals a letter which is found at Nazi concentration camp 

after the world war II that determines the real aspects of education or actually what is 

education ,A School Principal expressed that ideas in this letter 

  “Dear teacher; I am a survivor of a concentration camp .My eyes saw what no man 

should witness. Gas chambers built by learned engineers. Children poisoned by educated 

physicians .Infants killed by trained nurses’ .Women and babies shot and burned by high 

school and college graduates .So I am suspicious of education .My request is, help your 

students become human. Your efforts must never produce learned monsters, skilled 

psychopaths, educated Eichmann. Reading, writing, arithmetic are important only if they 

serve to make our children more human” 

To create human being with humanity, with over all personality development must be 

the aspect and ultimate aim of education, to remove illiteracy and acquire professional skills 

do not mean an education. To respect ourselves and respect others, less numbers of old age 

home also determines the type of education which student has got ,so humanity is the soul of 

education with equality ,fraternity and freedom .Basically these principles has given 

democracy to the world by French revolution . 

 Teaching and learning both processes are interrelated process which cannot be 

separated one from other ,The most important aspect of higher education is to create 

responsible human being; it gets both formal and informal knowledge and learning aspects 

“Student learning in higher education is function of both formal and informal 

experiences, formal learning takes place as a result of a classroom and other for the purpose 

of helping students to achieve specified cognitive or other objectives .Informal learning 

encompasses all other outcomes of students, in higher education experiences, in both cases 

the more extended or comprehensive the experience the greater the potential effect” 

Teacher is also the important factor, essential element in higher education, teacher is 

the most effective aspect of teaching field, without teacher teaching is not possible and 

incomplete, technology is the tool of teaching but there is no substitute for teacher in the 

world  
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“Teacher in the higher education commonly aim to develop their students way of thinking 

,acting and approaching in a field of study and practice hence this should also  be  focus of 

our teaching practice ” Sciencedirect.com 

In the higher education experience, comprehensive and cognitive with functional 

experience is most needed aspect .so the central aim of education is to enrich students 

experience is essential part of study, here the role of teacher is important, teacher is guide but 

the need of teacher is too important to get and understand education even in higher education 

in the global, technological era. 

Learning experience becomes more enrich and more easy with the help of teacher so 

the teaching process also has its own importance in the higher education, so the quality 

teacher is the need of education field to meet the goal and deployment as they are the source 

of subject knowledge so they must be enriched by subject knowledge and teaching skill as to 

communicate students to transfer the skills and subject knowledge may be practical, 

theoretical or the hypothetical  

“An effective teacher has accurate knowledge of subject .This teacher can also bring 

the subject content to the level of student understanding ,presentation of subject matter should 

be simple easy to understand ,logical and systematic ,organization of subject matter is 

appropriate ” 

Education shapes generation and civilization, it is stated someone that the future of 

any nation has been created in the schools and universities and not in the palaces or anywhere 

,so all the dreams and hopes of human being is depend on the higher education , 

Now we are living in the era of internet but all the inventions are related with higher 

education today we are taking the privileges of whtt App ,face book ,mobile phone ,within 

second anybody can connect to anyone in the corner of the world ,so all these are the fruits of 

higher education ,incarnation of the thinking of inventers and scientists ,they get power to 

think hypothetically and then they  have created that thought in reality all these powers are 

related with higher education ,higher education has been given them to think ,to create ,to 

imagine . 

All the worldly materialistic development is the outcome fruit of higher education, 

today medical facility is available so that is also related with research and study of scientist 

and doctors  

All the development, medical facilities, luxurious life ……..many many more 

inventions in the world is possible only because of higher education that is the research ,so 

research  has its importance in  higher education  

Other humanistic ,social ,aesthetical  these aspects are also deals with higher 

education as education teaches us how to live life ,gives us the vision of mankind ,prosperity 

,individuality ,democracy and many more ,In the  world  equality ,fraternity and freedom 

these Principles are possible only due to higher education.   
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